Abstract-A decentralized control strategy for a robot swarm is presented, where each robot try to form a regular tetrahedron with its three neighbors. The proposed method is based on virtual spring and demands minimum local information. Four neighboring robots can form a regular tetrahedron formation regardless of their initial positions. A neighbor selection procedure is used to extend the strategy In addition, an obstacle avoidance mechanism, based on artificial physics, is also introduced. As a result, the basic swarm behaviors such as aggregation, flocking and obstacle avoidance are demonstrated through simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm robotics is a new direction in robotics in which coordination of multiple simple robots by using basic local interactions is studied. It is inspired by observation of swarming animal behavior from nature [1] , [2] . Natural swarms such as ants, termites, and bees are capable of complex tasks such as carrying a pray, foraging and migration. Design of individual robots that can achieve a desired collective behavior is still an open problem. There are numerous swarm behaviors studied in literature, such as aggregation, flocking, formation, etc. Nowadays swarm robotics is gaining increasing attention since it is becoming possible to utilize them in real world applications such as surveillance, odor localization and search and rescue [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] . For instance, Correll et al. show inspection of turbines in power plants and jets using a swarm of miniature robots that acts as selfactuated sensors [8] . Applications of swarms in complex three dimensional environments (see for instance, swarms of aerial robots in urban environments [9] [10], or submersible robots for underwater explorations [11] ) are also currently being studied. Deploying swarm of robots in challenging environments such as underwater has practical value. As these robots perform collectively, a large area can be covered and a task can be accomplished in a shorter period of time. Furthermore, it is unavoidable to have a robot to break down in harsh and unpredictable environments. However, when a swarm of robots is employed, failure of a few robots will not interrupt the completion of a given task.
Flocking is a key swarm behavior and realizing it artificially has been the interest of research community. It is a collective and coordinated movement of individuals in a swarm so that over all swarm maneuver as one body. In one of the early studies [12] , it has been showed that if individuals in an artificial swarm can sense bearing, range and orientation of their neighbors then they can achieve flocking by using three simple behaviors: collision avoidance, velocity matching and flock centering. Subsequently, there were many methods presented to achieve swarm flocking which are inspired from wide range of fields such as artificial physics to social animal behaviors. The following references provide a good survey of various techniques [13] Above mentioned methods may be broadly summarized into two control strategies: centralized and decentralized [18] . In centralized strategy, a leader is responsible from the swarm behavior, usually members of the swarm follows the leader. In decentralized strategy, individuals rely on local rules and act independently which also determines the group behavior. In this paper, we study a decentralized control strategy for a swarm of mobile robots in three-dimensional space to achieve flocking behavior. That is, robots flock towards a target point by avoiding obstacles in the environment as a whole. This work is extended from our earlier study, in which we have presented a decentralized control strategy, named Triangular Formation Algorithm (TFA) [19] . The TFA is based on triangular geometry and developed for swarm robots moving in two-dimensional space. The principle of TFA, which is basically forming and maintaining isosceles among the three neighboring robots, is extended to forming regular tetrahedrons among four neighboring robots in 3D space. Distributed control strategy employs artificial spring to achieve aggregation and flocking behaviors. Robots negotiate the environment and dynamically adapt to a collective behavior. By integrating a neighbor selection procedure, this control strategy is also extended to a large swarm. Aggregation and unconstrained flocking behavior are also achieved for the large swarm. Our empirical study shows that the proposed control strategy delivers the desired results regardless of the initial distribution of the robots.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a robotic swarm consisting of n It is assumed that in practice these robots are equipped with adequate controllers, actuators and sensors, such as digital compass, range sensors, accelerometer so that they can operate autonomously. For the sake of simplicity, they are modeled as dynamic points in 3D space. In our model, it is assumed that each robot can recognize its distance from other robots situated within its sensing range. Hence, a robot determines the magnitude and orientation of its acceleration in each time step based on the distances from its three neighbors. There is no direct communication among the robots. All the individuals follow the same control method and their acts are independent and asynchronous. Consequently, the swarm could form a uniform interval network which is a multiple RT space configuration.
Firstly, we are interested in the basic behavior, that is, four neighboring robots always form a RT configuration starting from any arbitrary positions. This behavior is also the basic element of the swarm behavior. Apparently, the behavior of each robot is local. Since each robot determines its actions by using local positions of three other robots, the number of neighbors needed for the controller is fixed to three.
III. CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Strategy Based on Virtual Spring
The basic control principle employed is inspired from virtual physics of spring mesh [20] [21] and the distinguish difference with our control strategy is the advantage of using distance information of invariable number of neighbors. The control strategy, employed by all the robots in swarm, is formulated as (1) .
(1) formation with respect to initial distribution is the further work.
IV. STRATEGY FOR LARGE SWARMS
A. Neighbor Selection Method
The discrete control strategy presented above basically fits four robots to a RT formation. This strategy can be made scalable by including a neighborhood selection procedure. It is expected that robot r will select four neighbors as reference objects even though it may detect more than four neighboring robots within its sensing range. The neighborhood selection procedure utilizes three formulas. [ ] The neighborhood selection mechanism described above is integrated to control strategy. All simulation experiments are conducted on BREVE platform which is designed for simulations of decentralized systems and artificial life [23] . Fig. 3 shows snapshots of six robot aggregation. It can be seen from the results that robots form a multiple RT configuration which has uniform distances between individuals.
In our experiments with four, five, six and seven robots, we observed that swarm can always aggregate as a whole. For the swarm consisting of more than seven robots, large u d and shallow initial distribution can also enforce swarm to aggregate as a whole. When the initial distribution is relatively scattered, multiple aggregations is most likely to occur. The number of sub aggregations that will appear is closely related to the size of the swarm and the initial distribution space. However, this might be desired for some applications such as multiple-target search. If u d and the initial distribution space are fixed, the swarm with larger size tends to produce one aggregation. The swarm will have more chance to form multiple aggregations for the smaller u d and the wider distribution space, as an example seen in Fig. 5 . From above analysis, we can deduct that the possible number of aggregations will be between 1,…, ⎣ ⎦ 4 / n , where n is the size of the swarm.
B. Swarm Obstacle Avoidance
The ability of adaptive flocking in a constraint environment is the basic requirement for a swarm system. In order to avoid obstacles in the environment, we employ a mechanism based on artificial physics to work with the above distributed control strategy. We mimic the interaction effect between a motion electron and an atom nucleus as illustrated in 
Equation (6) implies that, in the worst case, the repulsive velocity exerting on a robot linearly increases from 0 to max v during the course that the robot enters safety margin until it just touches to the obstacle. This will cause the robot to stop when it is just touching the obstacle because its total velocity will become zero. In fact, as a member of the swarm, a robot will eventually stay away from the obstacle by following its neighbors even before collision happens. In other words, individuals will possibly avoid the local minima with the help of their neighbors. However, dealing with local minima is a fundamental problem in the potential field methods as it has been studied extensively.
C. Simulation of Swarm Flocking
In this study, we try to enable a swarm to move towards a target in a 3D environment. The environment is populated with some obstacles as showed in Fig. 6 . The target is positioned in the middle on the right hand side, however (it is not explicit in these pictures due to limitations of graphics). In order to move as a whole, instead of the neighborhood set r N , a modified neighbor set rt N is utilized by each robot. Set rt N consists of the neighbors that are locating at the half space pointing towards the target side. Only the robots which have detected targets have flocking vectors. The magnitude of the vector is a constant value and the direction of the vector points towards the target. Other robots will follow these robots and move together with them due to their local control strategy. During simulation experiments, we found that, if the size of an obstacle is bigger than u d , the swarm has a tendency to move around the obstacle as a whole.
Otherwise, the swarm is more likely to flock towards the target and avoid the obstacle along the way. When a large swarm is flocking towards a target in an environment filled with multiple obstacles, if the size of the obstacles is larger than u d , the swarm will possibly adapt its shape to fit the gap between the obstacles and pass through. If the size of the obstacle is much smaller than the distance u d , the swarm will maintain its shape and directly flock through the obstacles. The control framework relies on the fact that a robot can identify the positions of other robots with respect to local coordinates and distinguish them from obstacles. As calculations involve in only three other neighbors' position, the control strategy has less computation and becomes less influenced by other robots.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a distributed control framework based on artificial spring for a swarm of robots to demonstrate aggregation and flocking behaviors. Robots negotiate the environment and dynamically adapt a collective behavior. The basic control strategy enables four neighboring robots to form a RT configuration regardless of their initial positions. By integrating a neighbor selection procedure, this control method is extended to large swarms. There are only two requirements for this control strategy to operate properly. Firstly, at start each robot should be able to sense at least three other robots nearby and secondly the value of s R should be set greater than u d . Aggregation and unconstrained flocking behavior are also achieved for the large swarm. For the constrained flocking and obstacle avoidance, we present a simplified virtual physic mechanism which results in a practical flocking framework. The control framework relies on the information of invariable number of neighbors and it is scalable. Its' mechanism is simple and can be realized with actual robots.
